6 Day Garden Route Add on to Namaqualand Daisy Tour
Day 1
Transfer to Upington Airport for the 08h50 flight
to Cape Town. You will land in Cape Town at
10h10.
Collect your rental car at Cape Town International
Airport. You will drive to Hermanus for lunch.
Hermanus is rich in breathtaking scenery; with its
unparalleled scenic beauty, modern
infrastructure, upmarket shops and endless
adventure options, it is no wonder that
Hermanus is transformed into a bustling
hubbub of activity in-season as well as out-ofseason. For any intrepid tourist or appreciator
of nature's wonders, Hermanus is the ideal
location for an unforgettable experience. It is
built along the beautiful shores of Walker Bay
and is the official Whale Watching Capital of
the World as well as a popular holiday
destination. This coastal resort offers the best land
based whale watching in the world. The Southern
Right Whales visit Walker Bay from July until
December every year. About 60 to 100 of these
magnificent animals come here from Antarctica to
breed and rear their young. Tourists are often
treated with close up displays as these creatures
often come to within 10 meters of the coast. The
cliff tops in Hermanus offer tourists great views
and the ability to watch the whales close up.
Be sure to get supplies in Hermanus as this
overnight venue is self-catering.
You will then drive the 100km to Agulhas National
Park. Cape Agulhas is a rocky headland in Western
Cape, South Africa.It is the geographic southern
tip of the African continent and the beginning of
the dividing line between the Atlantic and Indian
Oceans according to the International
Hydrographic Organization.
Overnight at Cape Agulhas National Park in selfcatering chalets
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Day 2
This morning you will need to have an early
breakfast, before the 410 km journey to Knysna.
Enjoy lunch at one of the Lagoon’s restaurants
and then take a trip to the Knysna heads - a
striking geological feature made up of a pair of
huge, brightly coloured cliffs lying at the mouth
of the lagoon, flanking a channel of potentially
treacherous water that flows into Knysna’s
lagoon. The eastern head houses a lookout with
spectacular views of the lagoon, Leisure Isle and
Knysna.
The Featherbed Nature Reserve provides scenic
views of Knysna and The Heads from the
opposite shore of the Knysna Lagoon. Ferries
depart daily. On arrival at the reserve, guests
are taken in 4-wheel drive vehicles to the top of
the Western Head. A foot trail leads through 2
km of coastal forest and along the water’s edge
back to the Featherbed tavern, where a
delicious lunch of grilled, fresh line fish can be
enjoyed.
Overnight at The Rex Hotel, Knysna (Bed &
Breakfast)

Day 3
This morning after breakfast, you will visit The
Knysna Elephant Park. Today a mere three
elephants are reputed to still roam the forest.
The Knysna Elephant Park has brought the
elephant back to Knysna and all the elephants
are former orphans rescued from culling
operations in the Kruger National Park, except
for Thandi who was born in the park. Knysna
Elephant Park - This safari is undertaken in
four-wheel-drive vehicles that depart from
reception every half-hour. You are guaranteed
an opportunity to touch the three elephants
that roam the 75 hectare reserve. There are
now seven elephants, most of whom were
born in the Kruger Park, and have now been
returned to "the home of their ancestors." You
can walk with the elephants through the forests.
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Enjoy lunch and then make your way to
your next overnight stop at Plettenberg
Bay. The journey is short and will only
take you half an hour.
Enjoy the afternoon walking on the
beach and relaxing.
Overnight at Whalesong Hotel & Hydro
(Dinner, bed & breakfast)

Day 4
This morning after breakfast, you will
visit Birds of Eden. Started in 2005, Birds of Eden is
located outside one of the Garden Route's most popular
town Plettenberg Bay, on the N2. Home to over 3 000
birds from 220 different species; Birds of Eden is the
World's first free flight bird sanctuary. A visit to the
popular attraction will take visitors through the sanctuary
which is situated in a gorge with a two hectare dome
covering the entire indigenous forest within. Visitors will
be able to explore the forest, walk behind the waterfall
and across the 128 metre bridge that hangs suspended in
the clouds of spray, all the while interacting with and
spotting a range of beautiful birds that are all free to fly
where they please within the confines of
the dome.
Located next-door to Birds of Eden,
Monkeyland is the first primate
sanctuary in the world where multiple
species of primates are able to roam
freely. An hour long guided tour will take
visitors through an indigenous forest
where more than 450 different primates
roam. Guests can enjoy wandering
through the forest while monkeys,
gibbons, lemurs and others species all
scurry about on the ground or
swingthrough the trees above. This is a particularly popular activity for families with children.
You will then drive to your overnight venue at Tsitsikamma.
Overnight at The Tsitsikamma Village Inn (Bed & Breakfast)

Day 5
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This morning after breakfast,
you will visit Storms River Mouth. There
are a number of adventures to enjoy
while visiting Storms River Mouth. Guests
can book a canopy tour, racing through
the trees suspended high about ground
on the Tsitsikamma Canopy Tours, or
enjoy an informative guided tour through
the magnificent forests while learning
about the trees in the area and the
woodcutters that once worked here. Read more about
the flora of the region.
There are a number of excellent hikes and walks
within the area. Guests can also head out across the
suspension bridge or up towards the beautiful
waterfall. The beauty of the surroundings offers
fantastic photographic opportunities and enthusiastic
bird-watchers should also keep a look out for a
number of different species including the
KnysnaLoerie.
The well sign-posted “Big Tree” is situated on the N2,
just east of the entrance to Storms River Village. A
500m wooden boardwalk through indigenous forest
leads to the Yellowwood giant. Walking to the tree
takes about 10 minutes. The tree is estimated to be
±800 years old; it stands 36.6 meters high and has a
circumference of almost 9 meters. It is accessible by
vehicle for those with lack of mobility, by special
permission. The Ratel Nature Walk
follows on from the Big Tree. This
trail offers either a 2.6km or 4.2km
walk through wet and medium moist
High forest, both options are
relatively easy.
From here you will make your way to
Port Elizabeth (a two hour drive) for
your last overnight stop.
Overnight at The City Lodge Hotel,
Port Elizabeth (Bed & Breakfast)
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Day 6
This morning after breakfast, you will return your rental car to Port Elizabeth International airport,
for your homebound flight.
From ZAR 10 000.00 per person sharing
This price is subject to availability at the time of booking therefore may fluctuate
Includes:
Flight from Upington to Cape Town
All Accommodation
Meals specified at venues
Car Rental
A ‘Guide in your pocket booklet’ that will guide you on your self-drive journey
Excludes:
All meals not mentioned above
All drinks
Entrance fees
Fuel & Tolls
Travel insurance
Items of a personal nature
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